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Abstract
A short introduction will describe: The tremendous developments in satellites from the first Sputnik in 1957 to the mega-satellite
mega
Sky-Terra
Terra in 2010, their numbers, main orbits and the importance of the radio communication sub-systems.
sub
An extreme
miniaturization as predicted by Moore's law enables the design and realization of high quality small satellites. The classification,
classifi
advantages
ges and disadvantages of micro, nano, pico and even femto satellites will be discussed as well as their main applications.
Will be described the pioneering developments of the radio amateurs OSCAR satellites and ground stations, followed now by the
design and development of hundreds low cost small satellites by students all over the world. This enhanced significantly the
quantity and quality of the engineers and scientists in the aerospace and radio communication fields. In addition will be discussed
dis
advanced
ed small satellites selected projects especially for the NASA and special missions, as well as main activities in the USA,
Europe, and all over the world including Israel. The seminar will conclude by forecasting the future of small satellites and an
extended bibliographic list will be provided.
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